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Abstract
We introduce a bipartite version of k-trees and establish characterizations of bipartite 2- and
3-trees.
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1. Introduction
On an occasion, a mathematical concept is introduced that over time has far-reaching
and fortuitous applications and consequences, well beyond its original context. One such
concept, that of multi-dimensional trees or k-trees, was in essence being used in the 9eld
of geodetic surveying as early as the middle of the 19th century, according to McKee
[12]. However, its introduction into the 9eld of mathematics is due to Frank Harary.
More recent applications of the concept have ranged from the structure of DNA to the
existence of polynomial algorithms for detecting certain structures in graphs. Indeed,
the tree-width of a graph, developed by Robertson and Seymour in their monumental
study of graph minors (see [13], for example), is equal to the minimum dimension of
a k-tree containing the given graph.
There are now well over 100 papers on various aspects of k-trees, but the 9rst
was the seminal paper by Harary and Palmer [10] published in 1968. They introduced
the two-dimensional version of a tree and enumerated these structures as unlabeled
graphs. They de9ned them in terms of connectedness and acyclicity in two-dimensional
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simplicial complexes. Using a recursive de9nition instead, we took a diFerent approach
[3] and obtained characterizations of 2-trees analogous to the classical ones for a tree
(see Section 3 below). We later [4] extended the concept to arbitrary dimensions (using
our recursive de9nition). Informally, a k-tree is any graph that can be obtained from
the complete graph Kk by repeatedly adding new vertices, making each adjacent to a
set of k already mutually adjacent vertices. We also derived an enumeration formula
for labeled k-trees as a generalization of Cayley’s formula, 9rst for k=2 (see [1]) and
then for arbitrary k (see [2]).
Dewdney [7] extended the concept further, to what are known as (m; n)-trees, and
he suggested that our formulas (which he kindly called the Beineke–Pippert equations)
might serve as a measure of the relative strength of higher dimensional versions of
connectedness and acyclicity in simplicial complexes. In our subsequent investigation
into characterizations of (m; n)-trees [6], we veri9ed his suspicion that the counterpart
of being connected is considerably stronger than that of being acyclic.
In this paper we add to this progression of generalizations of trees by introducing a
bipartite version of multi-dimensional trees. For our main results, we will concentrate
on the cases k=2 and 3. Bipartite k-trees are all perfect elimination bipartite graphs as
well as chordal bipartite graphs. These larger families were de9ned by Golumbic and
Goss [9] in 1978 and are discussed in Golumbic’s book [8]. This suggests that since
k-trees are important algorithmically in the family of all graphs, so bipartite k-trees
may be useful in the study of algorithms for bipartite graphs.
2. Denitions and basic properties
Just as a k-tree can be “grown” by repeatedly adding a new Kk+1 at an existing Kk ,
so a bipartite k-tree grows through the addition of a new Kk;k at an existing Kk−1; k−1.
In order to make this a formal de9nition, we need some additional terminology
and notation. Most of these concepts are analogues of corresponding concepts for the
nonbipartite case, and we generally just use the pre9x ‘bi’ for the bipartite version.
For k¿ 1, a k-dimensional bipartite cell, or k-bicell for short, is a copy of the
complete bipartite graph Kk;k . We frequently refer to 1-bicells as edges and to 2-bicells
as 4-cycles. A simplicial bipartite complex S (biplex for short) consists of a set V of
vertices and a set C of bicells with the property that if a bicell is in C, so are all of
its sub-bicells. (If the largest bicell in S is a Kk;k , then S is called a k-biplex, and is
said to be k-dimensional.)
Bipartite k-trees (also called k-dimensional bipartite trees) are de9ned inductively
as follows: A k-bicell is a bipartite k-tree, and whenever a (k − 1)-bicell contained
in some k-bicell of a bipartite k-tree (with 2n vertices) is extended to a new k-bicell
through the addition of two new vertices (and 2k − 1 edges), the result is another
bipartite k-tree.
For an example, we take k=2. The set of bipartite 2-trees can be obtained by starting
with a 4-cycle and successively adding new 4-cycles along edges. These structures have
appeared in the literature as C4-trees [11] and in the study of acyclic cell-growth [5].
Fig. 1 shows those with up to three 2-bicells.
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Fig. 1.
For k¿ 3, a complication arises in bipartite k-trees that does not occur in ordinary
k-trees (or in bipartite 2-trees). In an ordinary 3-tree for example, every 2-cell (ev-
ery K3) is contained in a 3-cell (a K4). However, in a bipartite 3-tree it is possible
for a 2-bicell (a K2;2) not to be contained in a 3-bicell (a K3;3). Take for example,
the bipartite 3-tree T whose partite sets are {a; b; c; d; e} and {v; w; x; y; z} and whose
3-bicells are:
B1 on {a; b; c} and {v; w; x};
B2 on {b; c; d} and {w; x; y};
B3 on {c; d; e} and {w; x; z}:
Then the K2;2 on {a; e} and {w; x} does not lie in any of the K3;3’s.
This situation leads us to de9ne, for l¡k, an l-bicell in a k-biplex to be ideal if
it is a subgraph of some k-bicell. This will be important when we count bicells. (We
observe that it is not diQcult to tell whether a Kl;l is ideal or not.) We also de9ne a
k-biplex to be pure if every edge is in a (k − 1)-bicell.
We next de9ne the higher dimensional bipartite counterparts to paths, cycles, and
connectedness in graphs. A k-biwalk is an alternating sequence of (k − 1)-bicells and
k-bicells, 0; 1; 1; : : : ; n, beginning and ending with (k − 1)-bicells, such that each
k-bicell i contains i and i−1 as distinct (k−1)-bicells. The length of such a k-biwalk
is n, the number of k-bicell terms in the sequence. A k-biwalk is a k-bipath if all of
the elements of the sequence are distinct; it is a k-bicircuit if n¿ 3, n = 0, and all
other bicells are distinct.
A k-biplex is called k-bilinked if every pair of (k−1)-bicells are joined by a k-biwalk
and if every t-bicell (t ¡ k) is contained in a (k − 1)-bicell. A k-bicomponent of a
k-biplex is a maximal k-bilinked sub-biplex. It is clear that the (k − 1)- and k-bicells
are partitioned into k-bicomponents, but the bicells of other sizes need not be. Each
of the other bicells may lie in several k-bicomponents, or it may lie in none.
The following theorem lists some of the fundamental properties of bipartite k-trees.
Theorem 1. If T is a bipartite k-tree with 2n vertices, then
(a) T is k-bilinked;
(b) T has no k-bicircuits;
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Proof. The result readily follows from the de9nition of a bipartite k-tree using induc-
tion on the number of k-bicells.
For k = 2 and 3, we have the following statements.
Corollary 1a. A bipartite 2-tree with 2n vertices is
(a) 2-bilinked,
(b) has no 2-bicircuits,
(c) has 3n− 2 edges, and
(d) has n− 1 4-cycles.
Corollary 1b. A bipartite 3-tree with 2n vertices is pure and
(a) is 3-bilinked,
(b) has no 3-bicircuits,
(c) has 5n− 6 edges,
(d) has 8n− 15 2-bicells,
(e) has n− 2 3-bicells.
3. Characterizations of bipartite 2-trees
As noted earlier, when k = 2, bipartite k-trees appear in the literature under other
names, including “C4-trees” by Hedetniemi et al. [11] and “acyclic structures with
square cells” by the authors [5]. However, those investigations concerned centers and
enumeration and did not pursue other properties or characterizations.
The next theorem tells which sets of the properties in Corollary 1a guarantee that a
2-biplex is a bipartite 2-tree. Because its proof is similar to, but simpler than, that of
Theorem 3 (the corresponding characterizations of bipartite 3-trees) in the next section,
we do not include it here.
Theorem 2. Let G be a pure 2-biplex with 2n vertices. Then the following statements
are equivalent:
(1) G is a bipartite 2-tree (inductive de<nition).
(2) G has no 2-bicircuits and has 3n− 2 edges and n− 1 4-cycles.
(3) G is 2-bilinked and has 3n− 2 edges.
(4) G is 2-bilinked and has n− 1 4-cycles.
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Fig. 2.
This theorem is obviously reminiscent of some of the classical characterizations of
a tree, which we restate here.
The following four statements are equivalent for a graph G with p vertices and q
edges:
(T1) G is a tree (inductive de9nition).
(T2) G is connected and acyclic (standard de9nition).
(T3) G is connected and q= p− 1.
(T4) G is acyclic and q= p− 1.
It is interesting that there is no statement in Theorem 2 corresponding to (T2). The
reason for this is that, as the graph G1 in Fig. 2 shows, being 2-bilinked and having no
2-circuits together do not imply that a bipartite graph is a bipartite 2-tree. Furthermore,
as soon as one prescribes the number of edges or the number of 2-bicells, then the
condition of having no 2-bicircuits becomes superRuous.
The four graphs in Fig. 2 show that, of the four properties in Corollary 1a, only
those combinations given in Theorem 2 are minimal with respect to characterizing
bipartite 2-trees. Speci9cally, with p(=2n); q, and r the number of vertices, edges,
and 4-cycles respectively,
• G1 is 2-blinked and has no 2-bicircuits,
• G2 has q= 3n− 2 and r = n− 1,
• G3 has no 2-bicircuits and q= 3n− 2,
• G4 has no 2-bicircuits and r = n− 1,
but none of them is a bipartite 2-tree.
We note that results analogous to Theorem 2 can be proved for trees of polygons
of any size joined along an edge (ordinary 2-trees being trees of triangles).
4. Characterizations of bipartite 3-trees
In this section we establish four characterizations for bipartite 3-trees similar to the
three for k = 2 in Section 3.
One signi9cant diFerence in the two cases concerns ideal bicells. As we observed
earlier, in a bipartite 3-tree not every 2-bicell is ideal, but in a bipartite 2-tree every
1-bicell is ideal.
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We begin with four lemmas on the numbers of bicells of diFerent sizes in bipartite
graphs satisfying certain conditions. Throughout, given a graph G, we assume that every
edge is in a K3;3, and we let the numbers of vertices, edges, ideal K2;2’s, and K3;3’s
be denoted by p; q; r, and s (using the argument G only where needed for clarity).
Lemma 1. If G is a 3-biplex with no 3-bicircuits and at least one 2-bicell, then
r¿ 8s+ 1.
Proof. We use induction on the number of 3-bicells. The result is clearly true when
the number is 0 or 1. Assume that it is true when there are m 3-bicells, and let G be a
3-biplex with m+1 3-bicells and no 3-bicircuits. Let  be the 9rst 3-bicell of a longest
3-bipath. Since G has no 3-bicircuits, eight of the nine 2-bicells on  can lie on no
other 3-bicell. Remove  and these eight 2-bicells from G. The resulting 3-biplex has
one fewer 3-bicell and no 3-bicircuits, so the induction hypothesis holds. The lemma
thus follows by induction.
Lemma 2. Let G be a pure 3-bilinked 3-biplex with p vertices, q edges, r 2-bicells,
and s 3-bicells. Then,
(a) q¿ 5p=2− 6,
(b) r¿ (8q− 27)=5,
(c) s¿ (r − 1)=8.
Proof. The proof is by induction on s, the number of 3-bicells. The inequalities clearly
hold (as equalities) when s= 1, since then p= 6; q= 9; and r = 9. Assume that they
hold when s = m, and let G be a 3-bilinked 3-biplex with m + 1 3-bicells. Remove
from G the 9rst 3-bicell 1 on a longest 3-bipath P = 0; 1; 1; : : : ; n, and let G′ be
the remaining 3-bicomponent that contains 1. Further, let p′ denote the number of
vertices in G′, and let q′; r′, and s′ denote the corresponding numbers of the various
bicells in G′. Every bicell of any size (and every vertex) that is not in G′ must be
in 1. Hence, at most two vertices of G are not in G′. If there are two such, then at
least 9ve edges of G are not in G′, while if there is only one, there are at least three
such edges. Hence in any case, q− q′¿ 5(p−p′)=2. Similarly, at most 9ve edges of
G are not in G′, and it follows that r − r′¿ 8(q− q′)=5, while at most eight 2-bicells
are not in G′, so s− s′¿ (r− r′)=8. The inequalities (a)–(c) now follow by induction.
The following inequalities follow at once from the lemma.
Corollary. Under the hypotheses of the lemma,
(a) r¿ 4p− 15,
(b) s¿p=2− 2.
Lemma 3. If G is a 3-bilinked 3-biplex with a 3-bicircuit, then r6 8s.
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Proof. Let C be a 3-bicircuit in G. Give C an orientation, and to each 2-bicell in
C associate its successor 3-bicell. To each 2-bicell not in C, associate a 3-bicell that
contains it and is in a shortest 3-bipath from it to the nearest 3-bicell on C. Each
2-bicell is thus associated with just one 3-bicell and each 3-bicell can be associated
with at most eight 2-bicells. The result follows.
Lemma 4. Let G be a 3-bilinked 3-biplex with no 3-bicircuits, p vertices, and 4p−15
ideal 2-bicells. Then p is even and G is a bipartite 3-tree.
Proof. We again use induction, but this time on the number of vertices. The result is
clearly true when p = 6, since then G consists of a single 3-bicell. Assume that it is
true for 3-biplexes with fewer than h vertices, and let G be a 3-bilinked, 3-bicircuit-
free 3-biplex with h vertices and 4h − 15 2-bicells. Consider a longest bipath P =
0; 1; 1; : : : ; t , and let H be the 3-bicomponent of G − 1 that contains 1. No
2-bicell of 1 other than 1 can be in H or G would have a 3-bicircuit. Consequently,
r(H)6 r(G)− 8=p(G)− 23. But by the corollary to Lemma 2, r(H)¿ 4p(H)− 15.
Therefore, p(H)6p(G)− 2, and so 1 has two vertices v and w on no 2-bicell that
is not in 1. It follows that G − {v; w} has p− 2 vertices and 4p− 23 4-cycles, and
since it is 3-bilinked and has no 3-bicircuits, by the induction hypothesis, p− 2 must
be even and G − {v; w} must be a bipartite 3-tree. Hence, by de9nition, G must also
be a bipartite 3-tree.
Theorem 3. Let G be a pure 3-biplex with p=2n vertices. Then the following state-
ments are equivalent:
(1) G is a bipartite 3-tree (inductive de<nition).
(2) G has no 2-bicircuits and has 8n− 15 ideal 2-bicells and n− 2 3-bicells.
(3) G is 3-bilinked and has 5n− 6 edges.
(4) G is 3-bilinked and has 8n− 15 ideal 2-bicells.
(5) G is 3-bilinked and has n− 2 3-bicells.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 1 that (1) implies each of the other four statements.
We complete the proof by showing that (4) ⇒ (1), (2) ⇒ (4), (5) ⇒ (4), and (3)
⇒ (5).
(4)⇒(1): Suppose the implication does not hold, and consider a counterexample G
with the minimum number of 2-bicells. If one 2-bicell  is removed from G, the result
must have at least two nontrivial bicomponents. Let A be one of these, and let B be the
union of  and the others. Then A and B have only one 2-bicell in common (they may
share other vertices and edges); that is, r(A)+ r(B)= r(G)+1. Also, A and B are both
3-bilinked, so by the corollary to Lemma 2, r(A)¿ 4p(A)−15 and r(B)¿ 4p(B)−15.
Furthermore, p(A)+p(B)¿p(G)+4 since A and B share at least the four vertices of
some 2-bicell. Consequently, 4p(G)− 14= r(G)+ 1= r(A)+ r(B)¿ (p(A)+p(B))−
30¿ 4(p(G)+4)− 30, and so equality must hold throughout. From the minimality of
G, we deduce that A and B must both be bipartite 3-trees and they have only a 2-bicell
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in common. From an earlier observation, it follows that G itself must therefore be a
bipartite 3-tree.
(2)⇒(4): Assume that (2) holds. By a combination of Lemmas 1 and 2, each
3-bicomponent C must satisfy r(C) = 8s(C) + 1 since it is 3-bilinked and has no
3-bicircuits. However, (2) implies that r(G) = 8s(G) + 1, and since each ideal 2-bicell
lies in just one 3-bicomponent, it follows that G can have just one 3-bicomponent.
Therefore, (4) must hold.
(5)⇒(4): Assume that G is 3-bilinked and has n − 2 3-bicells. By Lemma 2,
r(G)6 8s(G) + 1 = 8n − 15, and by the corollary to Lemma 2, r(G)¿ 8n − 15.
Therefore (4) holds.
(3)⇒(5): Suppose that the implication does not hold, and let G be a counterexample
with the minimum number of 3-bicells. By the corollary to Lemma 2, G must have
more than n− 2 3-bicells. Consider a longest 3-bipath P = 0; 1; 1; : : : ; t , and let H
be the 3-bicomponent of G − 1 that contains 1. Any bicell of G that is not in H
must lie in 1 since otherwise the fact that G is 3-bilinked would imply the existence
of a 3-bipath longer than P. Let v and w be the two vertices of 1 not on 1. We
consider three cases:
Case 1: H contains both v and w. Then by the minimality of G as a counterexample,
H must have n − 2 3-bicells, and since (5) implies (1), H must itself be a bipartite
3-tree. As such, by Corollary 1(b), it, like G, must have 5n − 6 edges. But it is
impossible to add a 3-bicell to a bipartite 3-tree without adding new edges, so this is
impossible.
Case 2: H contains just one of v and w, say w. Then p(H)=2n−1, and by Lemma
2, q(H)¿ 5p(H)=2− 6 = 5n− 17=2. Hence, being an integer, q(H)¿ 5n− 8. But H
cannot contain any of the three edges at v, so this case too is impossible.
Case 3: H contains neither v nor w. It follows that G − {v; w} must have n − 3
3-bicells and hence G has n−2, which contradicts our supposition. This completes the
proof.
We now show by examples that the combinations of conditions given in
Theorem 2 are the only minimal sets of those conditions that characterize bipartite
3-trees.
Example 1. Let T be a bipartite 3-tree having two edges that have no common neigh-
bors, and let G be the 3-biplex obtained by identifying those edges. Then G is
3-bilinked and has no 3-bicircuits, but is not a bipartite 3-tree.
Example 2. Let C be a 3-bicircuit of length at least 5, and form G by adding to C
a 3-bicell disjoint from C. Now if C has length n, it has p = 2n; q = 5n; r = 8n, and
s = n; so G has p = 2n + 6; q = 5n + 9; r = 8n + 9, and s = n + 1. Thus, G satis9es
p= 2(n+ 3); q= 5(n+ 3)− 6; r = 8(n+ 3)− 15, and s= (n+ 3)− 2, but it is not a
bipartite 3-tree.
Example 3. Let P be a suQciently long 3-bipath to accommodate the following con-
struction of a 3-biplex G. First identify two vertices of P having exactly one common
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neighbor, and repeat this until four pairs have been so identi9ed. This yields a 3-biplex
G′ having p=2n−4 and q=5n−10 (r and s are unchanged). Next add to G′ one 3-bicell
totally disjoint from the rest. The resulting 3-biplex G has p=2n+2; q=5n−1; r=8n−6,
and s = n − 1; i.e. G has no 3-bicircuits and satis9es p = 2(n + 1); q = 5(n + 1) − 6,
and s= (n+ 1)− 2, but is not a bipartite 3-tree.
Example 4. As in Example 3, let P be a long 3-bipath, and begin by identifying
two vertices having exactly one common neighbor, performing this procedure twice to
obtain a 3-biplex G′ with p= 2n− 2 and q= 5n− 8 (r and s are unchanged). Next,
identify two vertices of G′ having exactly two neighbors in common, performing the
procedure ten times to obtain a 3-biplex G′′ with p=2n−12; q=5n−28; r=8n−15,
and s = n − 2. Finally, add a 3-bicell having a 2-path (three vertices and two edges
from diFerent 3-bicells) in common; and repeat this until 16 such 3-bicells have been
added. The resulting 3-biplex G has no 3-bicircuits, has p=2(n+18); q=5(n+18)−6,
and r = 8(n+ 18)− 15, but it is not a bipartite 3-tree.
5. Concluding remarks
Although the results for bipartite k-trees appear to be similar to those for k-trees,
the computations are somewhat more complicated, perhaps because the binomial coef-
9cients do not arise in similar fashion. Nonetheless, the results can almost certainly be
generalized beyond the three-dimensional case. As in the case of k-trees, some of the
examples essential for showing that no other minimal sets of the conditions serve to
characterize bipartite k-trees become extremely diQcult to construct; Examples 3 and
4 above may serve as an illustration of the diQculties to be encountered.
Finally, we note that the bipartite analogue of the concept of tree-width appears to
be worthy of investigation.
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